MITRE CORPORATION
EATONTOWN, NEW JERSEY

- OWNER:
  MITRE Corporation
  McLean, VA

- ARCHITECT:
  Ai Architecture
  Washington, DC
  Parette Somjen Associates
  Rockaway, NJ

- SERVICES:
  Construction Management

Sweetwater provided construction management services to renovate office complex for Mitre. This was intensive space in that most offices were partitioned and there was very little open office landscape. Noteworthy features included four electronic laboratories, a large server room, center hall atrium and an employee fitness center. Several conference rooms were built as SCIF rooms as these rooms hosted Generals and other high ranking military officials for sensitive meetings. This intensive project required completion within an aggressive 17-week schedule. Also included in this project were high-end finishes, extensive electrical upgrades, and HVAC upgrades to furnish each lab with supplemental air.